Profit In Pajamas: The only book that makes stock investing fun and
easy.

This book is the beginning of your
investment and trading education. You will
learn how to take control of your finances
as you journey towards financial freedom
with Peter and Patty, an average young
couple featured in this book. If you do
nothing, your money does nothing. If you
do a little, like put your money into a
mutual fund, your money does little. If you
do a lot, like buy a stock and then sell it,
your money does a lot. Shockingly, the
time it takes to do a lot isnt much different
than the time to do a little. Allen Maxwell
has written Stock and FOREX trading
software for highly successful traders. He
brings heart, caring and over 20 years of in
the trenches testing strategies and
indicators. His stock Options courses on
Udemy.com have thousands of happy
students following his proven formulae.
John Nielson is an author and a top
manager at a software company.
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